Kamp Koren is situated in
picturesque valley by the Soča
river, only 500m away from the
town Kobarid. It is classified as a 4 star campsite and it is friendly to
disabled people. There are 90
pitches in the campsite for
caravans, motor homes and tents
and it can host up to 360 guests.
Every pitch has an electric hook up.
The campsite has three sanitary
blocks, two are heated, washing
and drying machine, TV, WiFi, bar and small restaurant with the local dishes, grocery with
some eco products, sauna, salt room, multi-purpose hall, gym, AED and an electric vehicle
charging station.
You do not have your own
camping equipment or
would you rather enjoy
more comfort? The (6person) eco-chalets and the
innovative
wooden
glamping huts for 2 person
or for the whole family are
a great alternative to a
comfortable stay combined
with the freedom of
camping.

The picturesque landscape of Koren campsite will
reveal to the visitors the most beautiful places of the
Soča Valley, such as: the Soča river canyon, waterfall
Kozjak, gravel pits, the well- known Napoleon bridge
and the restored front line from the World War I. The
natural and historical heritage gives a lot of
opportunities for different kinds of sports and
sightseeing.
The relaxing atmosphere and the sport activities at the
campsite and in its surroundings offer families and
enthusiastic individuals what they are looking for. The
campsite offers volleyball court, tables for table tennis,
children can enjoy themselves on the playground with
outdoor play equipment, climbing frames, a slide and a
climbing wall for children. The climbers, beginners as
well professionals, can use an 8-m-high climbing tower.
Renting a mountain bike or
e-bike for those who want
to do recreation is also
available. We will provide
you all the necessary
information
regarding
water activities on the
Soča river as rafting,
kayaking, canyoning and
more. At the reception
kayakers can buy kayaking
permit for the access
points by the river Soča.
The campsite is surrounded with hills and high mountains. This makes the campsite the perfect
starting point for hiking and biking.

